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Auto Accidents:
10/11-A tree branch from a neighbor’s tree fell on a vehicle in the driveway of an Arleigh
Road home. The vehicle was unoccupied at the time. Property damage only.
10/18-A two vehicle collision occurred at the intersection of Nassau Drive and West
Drive. No tow and both parties refused medical aid at scene.
10/25-A two vehicle collision occurred at the intersection of Arleigh Road and Gilchrest
Road. One vehicle was towed from scene. Both parties refused medical aid at scene.

Aided Cases:
10/01-A resident of 1 Kensington Gate was transported to North Shore Hospital after
suffering from difficulty breathing.
10/03-A resident of North Drive was transported to North Shore Hospital after suffering
from difficulty breathing and shaking.
10/10-A resident of 1 Kensington Gate was transported to North Shore Hospital after
suffering from coughing and weakness.
10/16-A resident of Arleigh Road was reported deceased after a sibling responded after
not hearing from the deceased. Police and Vigilant EMT entered the home and found
deceased with notable signs of death and was pronounced at scene by Vigilant EMT.
NCPD detectives notified. All paperwork completed and body was released to NCPD
Morgue.
10/18-A resident of Arleigh Road was found deceased in bed by the spouse. Aided was
pronounced by Vigilant EMT and NCPD detectives notified. All paperwork was completed
at scene and deceased was released to funeral home.
Ambulance Calls:
The Vigilant Fire Company Ambulance responded to all of the above aided cases.
Alarms:
The Department responded to 25 active alarms during the month, all were found to be
false burglar alarms.
Arrests:
10/09-A motorist was pulled over on Gilchrest Road for a vehicle and traffic law violation.
It was found after a computer check of the driver that his license was suspended. The
driver was arrested for Aggravated Unlicensed Operation and was released from scene
with an Appearance Ticket and multiple traffic summons’. Vehicle was legally parked at
scene.
Assists:
Assistance was given to Great Neck Estates Police Department 21 times, and received
from Great Neck Estates Police Department 6 times.
Burglaries:
Nothing to report.
Cases:
None
Fires:
10/16- The Vigilant Fire Company responded to a Beverly Road home in response to a
carbon monoxide alarm. Upon arrival the homeowner was in the process of changing the
batteries and accidentally tripped the alarm. No damage.
10/24- The Vigilant Fire Company responded to an Arleigh Road home in response to a
carbon monoxide alarm. Upon arrival the homeowner was in the process of changing the
batteries and accidentally tripped the alarm. No damage.
10/26- The Vigilant Fire Company responded to a Beverly Road home in response to a
carbon monoxide alarm. Upon arrival it was determined to be a faulty detector. No aided
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or damage.
Larcenies:
Nothing to report.
Vacant Homes:
The number of homes reported vacant during the month was 15. All were found to be
secure.
Miscellaneous:
-A delivery driver was cited for driving over village property and onto a private lawn
causing damage. A tow truck was required to remove the vehicle from the property but no
injuries or damage to vehicle or driver observed.
-A disabled motorist in the intersection of Beverly Road and East Drive was assisted to
side of road and a tow truck called.
-A complaint of vehicles passing school buses at the intersection of Stoner Avenue and
West Drive was investigated on numerous occasions throughout the month. No offenses
were observed during that time. Police will continue to monitor for violations.
-Police were called to settle a neighbor dispute regarding removal a tree that was close to
property line. Police spoke with both parties and situation was corrected.
- A large tree was observed on the ground in front of a Nassau Drive home after heavy
winds/storm occurred overnight. The elderly homeowner was notified of the issue.
-A concerned person requested that police check a Nassau Drive resident. Police
responded to the home and found the resident to be well and did not require any further
assistance.
-Police were advised of a domestic situation at a Beverly Road home. The information
was given to advise of current situation and request information. No police action was
required at time of reporting.
-A lost dog was located and secured on Nassau Drive. The owner was located and dog
returned without issue.
-Two suspicious males were observed exiting rear yard of a Beverly Road home. Both
subjects were stopped and questioned. After speaking with a resident, their information
was verified and they were released from scene.
-A noise complaint was investigated and the source was located. Police spoke with
resident and the situation was corrected.
-Police responded to a property damage complaint. A large truck was unable to navigate
a turn and drove onto village grass and left several deep ruts. An appearance ticket was
issued and Hwy notified. Pictures taken for village hall.
-Police responded to a Beverly Road home after a mother became aware of a situation
regarding her son and other kids in the high school. No police action was required at the
time and the parents were referred to school administrators.

Equipment:
Car #657 was patrolled 960 miles. The odometer now reads 58,095 miles.
Car #658 was patrolled 1,322 miles. The odometer now reads 25,611 miles.
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Breakdown:
VTL:3 UNLICENSED OPERATION VIOLATIONS, 7 UNINSURED MOTORIST VIOLATIONS, 9 STOP
SIGN VIOLATIONS, 13 DISOBEY TRAFFIC CONTROL VIOLATIONS, 4 SPEEDING VIOLATIONS, 1
SEAT BELT VIOLATION, 2 FAILURE TO SIGNAL VIOLATIONS, 1 BLOCKING THE INTERSECTION
VIOLATION, 1 AGGRAVATED UNLICENSED OPERATION VIOLATION, 1 FAILURE TO YIELD
VIOLATION, 1 ONE WAY STREET VIOLATION.
PARKING: 10 TWO HOUR PARKING VIOLATIONS, 1 NO PARKING 2AM-6AM VIOLATION, 1 LEFT
SIDE TO CURB VIOLATION.
APPEARANCE TICKETS: 1 AGGRAVATED UNLICENSED OPERATION, 2 DAMAGE TO VILLAGE
PROPERTY
Respectfully submitted;

Lieutenant Curt Giraulo

